Introduction
The 'proportionality principle', as it was developed on 16 June 2011 by the European Court of Justice (ECJ) on the interpretation of Article 3 of Directive 1999/44 (hereinafter: the Directive) 1 in its joint decisions ECJ C-65/09 and C-87/09 (Weber/Putz), 2 has caused considerable turmoil in jurisprudence as well as in legal practice. 3 The judgment's extensive impact derives not only from the central function of the 'Consumer-GoodsDirective' for the harmonisation of European contract law, 4 but also from the commonness of the issue featured in the case in daily contract prac-tice. Just recently, 5 the German Bundesgerichtshof (BGH) endeavoured a second time 6 to implement the reasoning of Weber/Putz into the German framework of law of obligations, and other Member States at present face similar challenges.
After elucidating the facts of the cases and their legal background, this paper dis cusses the approach taken by the ECJ and draws conclusions for the implementation of the ECJ's reasoning in European contract law.
Facts of the case
The ECJ judgment is a preliminary ruling according to Article 234 TFEU sought by the BGH on 14 January 2009 according to Article 267 TFEU by the First Instance Lower Court (Amtsgericht) Schorndorf on 25 February 2009. 7 In both cases, the purchasers had bought goods (floor tiles and a dishwasher respectively) which were delivered and installed in their homes before they turned out to be defective. In both cases, the seller merely owed the delivery of the goods, and the removal of the defective goods and the re-installation of new goods were considerably more expensive than the value of the tiles and the dishwasher themselves.
As repair in both cases was not possible, neither of the sellers objected to their duty to deliver anew and free of charge. However, in the cases at hand, the buyers claimed additional reimbursement of the costs of removal and reinstallation (Weber) and the complete restitution of the contractual price after rescis sion (Putz) from the sellers.
Legal background
Against this background, the BGH sought a preliminary ruling of the question whether 2. the seller will be obliged to bear the costs of removal of the defective good, if the good was installed according to its contractual purposes.
Question 1
The 'national law' the BGH refers to in its first question is section 439 III BGB 8 -regulating cure under German law 9 -which states that
Without prejudice to section 275 (2) and (3), the seller may refuse to provide the kind of cure chosen by the buyer, if this cure is possible only at disproportionate expense. In this connection, account must be taken in particular, without limitation, of the value of the thing when free of defects (…).
Section 439 BGB, drafted in the course of the major reform of the German law of obligations in 2002 as an implementation of Article 3 of the Directive, is doctrinally seen as a 'modification of the original claim for performance'. 10 The BGH had traditionally taken this origin into account, focusing merely on the extent of the original claim -which in these cases according to the contract did not include installation, waiving all eventual fur ther claims for removal or installation.
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Therefore, in the first question at hand, the BGH did not raise the issue of an eventual duty for removal/reinstallation at all, but merely intended to determine where the calculation of proportionality should be attached. In this point, section 439 paragraph III BGB does not accord to Article 3 paragraph III of the Directive, which states:
A remedy shall be deemed to be disproportionate if it imposes costs on the seller which, in comparison with the alternative remedy, are unrea sonable (…).
In other words, should the seller also be entitled to refuse the demanded kind of subsequent performance due to disproportionate costs, taking into account the value of the thing when free of defects (absolute proportionality, as fore seen by the BGB), or may he do so also if these costs are disproportionate when compared just to other forms of remedies (relative proportionality, Article 3 III of the Directive)?
Generally, section 439 paragraph III BGB has been doctrinally rather well settled in German law. According to the government's statement 12 on the draft of section 439 paragraph III BGB, the provi sion was intended as a specification or 'light version' of economic impossibility regulated in section 275 paragraph II BGB, which just required weaker criteria to be applied. Based on this approach, German legal literature 13 distributed a clear doctrinal location to section 439, supposing that both section 275 paragraph II BGB and section 439 paragraph III BGB are 'structurally comparable'. 14 However, returning to the Directive, section 349 paragraph III BGB had already been claimed for quite some time to be incompatible by legal literature, 15 mainly based on the structural argument, as the Directive does not provides a right of refusal to the seller because of absolute lack of proportionality, but only due to impos sibility. 
Question 2
At first sight, the German approach appears to be rather complex: under German law, costs for removal/installation, as both elements are not part of the original obligations of a sales contract, can generally only be claimed as dam age apart from performance according to section 280 paragraph I, section 437 variant number 3 BGB. But as liability under section 280 paragraph I BGB requires fault, the seller may only be liable if he with intent or negligence knew or ought to have known about the mistake -which gen erally will not be the case, as the defect is usually caused by the producer, and there is no seller's duty to examine the goods before sale.
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There is therefore no claim according to section 280 paragraph I in conjunction with section 437 no 3 BGB, but the buyer may still eventually claim costs as damage resulting from denied performance (section 281 paragraph II variant number 1 and/or section 323 paragraph II variant number 1 BGB) (ie based on rescission), if removal/installation are 12 Bundestags-Drucksache 17/6040, 232. owed within subsequence performance, or, in other words, if they are subject to cure according to section 439 BGB. In fact, it boils down again to the question of how the scope of the seller's obligation to cure a defect of goods should be determined.
The relationship set up by the BGH between the two questions is at first sight not entirely clear. Indeed, the question of whether there is at all a duty to remove/re-install arises prior to issues of the subsequent proportionality of such duties. In fact, it has been assumed that the BGH, which had waived any right at least for re-installation in its Parkettstäbe decision 18 of 15 July 2008, did not intend to raise the issue again so soon after having put an (interim) end to a rather contro versial discussion 19 in Germany. In Parkettstäbe, it deviated from its former rea soning developed in the Dachziegel decision 20 (which granted at least the right to the removal of the defective goods) in a doctrinally rather controversial way, as it stipulated the seller's duty to remove in cases of a 'special interest' of the buyer therein. 21 Taking these matters into account, Amtsgericht Schorndorf doubted the compatibility of the German juridical practice and referred the question to the ECJ -shortly after the BGH itself had extended 22 its reference to the ECJ by question No. 2.
The Directive itself does not provide clear instructions to settle these alleged claims; it states in Article 3 paragraphs 2 and 3 as follows:
2) In the case of a lack of conformity, the consumer shall be entitled to have the goods brought into conformity free of charge by repair or replacement, in accordance with paragraph 3, or to have an appropriate reduction made in the price or the contract rescinded with regard to those goods, in accordance with paragraphs 5 and 6. 3) In the first place, the consumer may require the seller to repair the goods or he may require the seller to replace them, in either case free of charge, unless this is impossible or disproportionate. A remedy shall be deemed to be disproportionate if it imposes costs on the seller which, in comparison with the alternative remedy, are unreasonable, taking into account: -the value the goods would have if there were no lack of conformity, -the significance of the lack of conformity, and -whether the alternative remedy could be completed with out significant incon venience to the consumer. Any repair or replacement shall be completed within a reasonable time and without any significant inconvenience to the consumer, taking account of the nature of the goods and the purpose for which the consumer required the goods.
The reasoning of the ECJ

Opinion of Advocate General Mazák
The approach taken by Advocate General Mazák tried to balance the interests of both parties, initially stating that consumer law was not so simple that categorically granting extensive consumer rights would automatically lead to fair (and consumer-friendly) results. 23 Concerning the eventual duty to remove/install, he concluded, since a literal interpretation of 'replacement' did not resolve the matter, that a claim based on performance could not include the duty to provide more than it was 'originally owed under the contract', ie the transfer of property in the sold good. Any further claim aiming at the restitution of the buyer's general situation prior to defective delivery would not correspond with the buyer's interest in proper performance, but rather refer to his integrity interests and should therefore be classified as damages rather than (subsequent) performance. 24 Damages, however, were usually granted only upon further requirements as remoteness, causation or fault -criteria which were not provided by the Directive. Therefore, neither removal nor installation was included in the seller's duties according to the Directive.
Concerning proportionality, Mazák agreed with prior German jurisdiction that the seller may also refuse the demanded kind of performance due to absolute disproportionality, as otherwise the seller may face unacceptable cases of hardship if the costs of subsequent performance considerably exceed the value of the delivered good. 
The ECJ's decision
The ECJ, however, did not follow Mazák's opinion in either point, stipulating with regard to question 2 that the Directive imposed an obligation on the seller to remove the defective good and install the new good at his own expense, even if (as is usually the case) the purchase contract did not include any installation duties, reasoning frankly that the replacement of non-conforming goods by the buyer would lead to additional expenses for the buyer, which would contradict the Directive in so far as the remedy for the buyer must be 'free of charge' (Article 3 paragraph 2).
The court admits that neither removal nor installation was mentioned in paragraph 4, which just refers to costs of 'postage, labour and materials', but argues, as pointed out in the Quelle decision, 26 that 'this list is illustrative, not exhaustive'. 27 Furthermore, a wide interpretation would be necessary to meet the Directive's objective of 'ensuring a high level of consumer protection'. The seller would be protected by 'prescription and the possibility of redress against the producer'. 28 The central legal issue also raised by Mazák -the differentiation between damage due to denied subsequent performance and (fault-based) damages apart from performance -was omitted completely by the ECJ.
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Concerning proportionality, the court first differentiated between Article 3 paragraph 3 sentences 1 and 2: while sentence 1 ('the consumer may require the seller to repair the goods (…) unless this is impossible or disproportionate') would also include absolute proportionality, sentence 2 ('A remedy shall be deemed to be disproportionate if it imposes costs on the seller which, in comparison with the alternative remedy, are unreasonable') was restricted to relative proportionality, as the wording directly refers to 'other remedies'. Anyhow, sentence 3 of the same paragraph would 'nevertheless allow effective protection of the legitimate financial interests of the seller' 30 by granting him the right to 'reduce -ie not to refuse -the reimbursement 'to an amount proportionate to the value the goods would have if there were no lack of conformity and the significance of the lack of conformity (…)', 31 if the reimbursement is not 'rendered devoid of substance'. 32 In other words, the court first decided explicitly that absolute proportionality cannot be seen as defence, ie that a respective national regulation (such as section 439 paragraph III sentence 3 BGB) is not compatible, but that on the other hand the seller's legitimate financial interests may under certain conditions deserve protection anyway, which comes in fact very close to the concept of absolute proportionality.
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This reasoning implies the following: at first, the court restricts the buyer's claim to reimbursement, implying that the buyer has merely a right to recover cure costs, instead of being entitled to demand the dealer to effect the cure himself, an approach which contradicts, for example, German law, where (subsequent) performance generally has priority. A striking point as well is that in this context the ECJ introduces criteria determined by quantity, not quality: the seller is not granted a defence, which would directly protect him from disproportionate claims to remove/install, but he is, independently of the payment duty claimed by the buyer, granted a separate right to proportionally limit this subsequent duty to cover expenses for removal/installation which arose for the buyer.
Besides, the limitation stipulated by the court does not apply for the replacement itself; this right is left 'intact': in other words, for the repair of a defective good, merely relative proportionality will be applied.
Finally, the most essential point is that the ECJ deviated from the explicit principle of the Directive to abstain from damage regulation, which was established mainly due to divergent national approaches: stating that the buyer is entitled to removal and installation by the seller himself (respective of the costs of removal and installation performed through a competitor if the buyer no longer wants this to be performed by the seller), the court introduced in fact a general strict liability for damages resulting from non-performance. 34 Anyhow, in spite of the central significance of this statement, the respective criteria introduced by the court are more than vague; a duty to pay damages is based on conditions implying terms such as 'by their nature', or even 'good faith'. This approach is a considerable challenge to the system of defences, not only those used in most European private law systems, but also within the Directive.
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The impact of the decision on national and European law
Legal practice and legislation will have to decide how the judgment can be implemented in today's European private laws without raising major conflicts with existing structures. Conflicts may arise especially concerning the propor tionality principle, which is alien to the text of the Directive itself -a fact which prevented European private law systems from being prepared for this decision by means of prior Directive implementation.
Germany
The BGH, for instance, had to settle this issue just a few months after 36 the ECJ's decision, when it took the reasoning in Weber/Putz into 34 Lorenz (n 3) 2243. 35 Johnston and Unberath (n 4) 802. 36 Bundesgerichtshof, Decision of 21 December 2011, case number VIII ZR 70/08, reported in Neue Juristische Wochenschrift 2012, 1073.
account as follows: 37 after stating that generally section 439 paragraph III sentence 3 BGB at present is not compatible with the Directive, it conceded that the seller nevertheless deserved protection -an attitude explicitly not required in the given situation by the ECJ, which remarks that Article 3 merely 'enables account to be taken of [the] economic considerations' of the seller. 38 The exact doctrinal approach on how this protection should be effected remains unclear; the BGH refers generally to section 440 paragraph I BGB, 39 which grants the buyer the right to rescind from the contract without granting an additional period of performance if the (subsequent) performance 'cannot reasonably be expected of him'. It must be admitted that section 440 BGB first of all is a defence to the seller, which prompted further explanation by the BGH: the seller would, anyhow, not be entitled to refuse performance unless his (disproportionate) costs were (partly) compensated, but the duty to perform -ie also to remove/install -would prevail, though compensated by an (independent) right to claim partial reimbursement of the costs of removal/installation. The BGH approached the ECJ's attitude at least indirectly by referring to removal/ installation as part of 'performance'. The rather complex reasoning of the latter part is owed to the intention to keep the decision compatible with the ECJ's wording in paragraph 76, where it stated that 'the possibility of making such a reduction' must not 'result in the consumer's right to reimbursement of those costs being effec tively rendered devoid of substance', which a comprehensive defence in the seller's favour would certainly lead to.
The BGH, in a last step, also determined the amount of reimbursement (removing and/or installing) the seller may claim from the buyer, setting 50% of the value of the goods without defects, which in the case at hand amounted to EUR 600 (at overall removal costs of EUR 5,830.57), admitting that the determination of the general calculation modes in this context were to be devel oped by the legislator.
Estonia
Estonia's Supreme Court has not yet decided a respective case after the decision in Weber/Putz, but taking into account the structure of section 222 of VÕS, 40 a similar case before Estonian courts would face considerably less collisions than under German law. A comparison of the legally relevant passage, stating that the purchaser may demand remedies (…) if this is possible and does not cause the seller unreasonable costs or unreasonable inconvenience compared to the use of other legal remedies considering, inter alia, the value of the thing, the significance of the lack of conformity and the opportunity for the purchaser to acquire a thing which conforms to the contract from elsewhere without incon venience (…) with Article 3 paragraph III sentence 2 of the Directive essentially provides for parallels of the respective determination of proportionality. Section 222 VÕS generally follows the principle of relative proportionality, providing -just like the Directive -in its second clause exemplary ways of determining proportionality.
With regards to the ECJ's decision in Weber/Putz, Estonia's Obligations Act is compatible with the Directive. The exact determination of the respective seller's reimbursement shares, however, will have to be achieved on a case-by-case basis as well.
The European dimension
From a general European perspective, the detailed interpretation of a directive by the court -and, concerning the Directive's intention to abstain from the regulation of damages, even contradicting one of its objectives -raises the question of whether under such procedures a regulation would not provide more legal certainty than a directive, and would therefore be the preferable instrument. The decision also touches on European consumer law, as many Member States -among them Germany -have implemented the Directive in their general law of obligations, being applicable for B2C and B2B rela tionships as well. In fact, the decision has revived initiatives in Germany to re-separate parts of directive-based law again and restrict it to consumers. 41 In German legal literature, the question on how far the respective provisions can be teleologically reduced to consumers, as the motivation of the ECJ was ex plicitly consumer protection, has been raised numerous times since 2011;
42 the interest in a uniform private law 43 is juxtaposed to the assumed intent of the national legislator, who -in the situation of section 439 BGB -did not classify removal and installation as part of performance, and is therefore 41 Johnston and Unberath (n 4) 806. 42 44 to restrict contradicting ECJ case law as far as possible (ie to B2C relationships). 45 The BGH decided in the above-mentioned decision 46 in favour of a separated interpretation, stating that section 439 paragraph I BGB is interpreted according to the reasoning in Weber/Putz exclusively in B2C relationships.
Conclusion
As mentioned above, the decision has been criticised for its methodological approach. 47 From a consumer protection perspective, it is doubtful whether the proportionality principle -just as the seller's duty to reimburse removal and installation costs -will match the Directive's objective, as consumer protection 'is known to be not for free'; 48 the extended liability will rather be priced in by the seller: as far as he cannot pass on these costs to his supplier, 49 he will eventually just raise the prices of his goods in order to cover the risk of paying for the removal or installation of potentially defective goods.
Against this background, the proportionality principle will be seen as an obstacle to keeping European contract law systems internally coherent rather than as a progressive step towards harmonised European private law. To prevent this unintended effect and further deviant ECJ case law in the future, the question should be asked whether it is not rather the European legislator that ought to regulate the very essential elements of contract law. The Weber/Putz proportionality principle is probably going to be a lasting source of conflict -concerning a legal question where divergent approaches, which until Weber/Putz caused much less controversy than now, will eventually arise concerning the least harmful way of handling the proportionality principle. Further European jurisdiction following the attitude taken by the ECJ in Weber/Putz has the potential of endangering acceptance of the initiated path of harmonisation of European law via directives and should therefore be prevented by respective legislative measures by European institutions.
